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Abstract: Given that the implementation of renewable technologies has some key bottlenecks in adoption, this topic has been explored. Particularly, we are reviewing existing theories and models to understand their fit for changing social structures and evolving world contexts. This review begins with an introduction followed by a background study on renewable energy technology (RET). We have employed a mixed-approach methodology to synthesize the relevant literature. The review comprises a summary and comparison of some existing theories and models such as TAM, TRA, and UTAUT, elucidating factors influencing technology adoption processes. Additionally, the review discusses the scope for future research, emphasizing the need for more nuanced frameworks that account for contextual intricacies and emerging trends in renewable energy adoption. Ultimately, the review concludes with insights into the ongoing discourse surrounding energy technology acceptance and recommendations on the inclusion of current world views in the scope for future study.
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1. Introduction

A greater emphasis is being placed on embracing and implementing cutting-edge energy technologies due to the quick development of technology and the urgent demand for sustainable energy solutions. However, most of these cases require a decentralized approach, where consumer acceptance and adoption play a critical role [1,2]. Numerous technology adoption models are utilized to understand and envisage acceptance and use in various contexts. For example, the technology acceptance model (TAM) [3] analyses how users perceive and behave when utilizing various technological breakthroughs. The TAM has proven helpful in identifying essential elements impacting the acceptability and incorporation of energy-efficient and green technologies in the broader picture of energy systems [4]. However, the world has become more complex and nuanced. In the past few decades, since the adoption models were first developed, the world has experienced a significant transformation, referred to as volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity (VUCA) [5]. Therefore, examining the current frameworks to reflect the nuances and complexity inherent in the energy context as the energy landscape changes because of the growth of novel RET and grid infrastructure is crucial. A thorough understanding of these elements’ impact on users’ decisions to embrace and utilize energy-related technologies is intended to be achieved by revisiting and enhancing the model for adopting energy technologies [6].

With novel cutting-edge technologies such as microgrids, demand response systems, advanced energy storage systems, and Internet of Things (IoT)-enabled energy gadgets, the energy sector is undergoing a profound transformation. Thus, a revised framework is necessary to understand users’ views and behavioral intents, given the specific problems...
and opportunities these technologies provide [7]. The implementation of sustainable energy solutions is gaining significance with global warming, and the environmental effects of conventional energy sources have become increasingly concerning. To encourage their widespread adoption and build a healthier energy future, it will be essential to understand the factors that determine whether these eco-friendly solutions are accepted. Energy technology adoption is determined by sociocultural elements and its technical characteristics, such as user attitudes, opinions, principles, and societal conventions. A framework must, therefore, consider these contextual factors to offer an in-depth comprehension of technology adoption in various energy environments [8]. These models and frameworks can be revisited in the context of energy, which can provide legislators and industry stakeholders with insightful information. Policy makers can create specific measures and promotions to hasten the switch to a less polluted and more efficient power system by studying the factors that influence and obstruct technological adoption [9].

The development of environmentally friendly energy technology has been prompted by grave social and environmental issues associated with energy consumption, such as rising air and water pollution, the depletion of ozone, global warming, and the reliance on fossil fuels. While some technologies are adopted in society quite easily (such as compact fluorescent lights, energy-efficient boilers, ozone-free refrigerator cooling systems, solar panels, and soot filtration systems), others have run into varying degrees of public opposition (such as wind turbines, carbon sequestration facilities, nuclear power plants, and hydrogen–gasoline stations). Perceived obstacles and safety threats may cause resistance. However, it may also develop because people believe that assets could have been used more wisely or because the ratio of costs to benefits is too poor. The adoption of RET may be hampered by social opposition to the technology [10], which hinders the achievement of crucial environmental and societal objectives. Understanding how people think about sustainable energy methods and why they decide against, or in favor of, them is crucial because it provides valuable insights into how the technology’s design or implementation should be changed, as well as how it should be communicated so that support for the technology rises and its introduction is more successful. Even though numerous research studies have highlighted the psychological aspects affecting technology acceptance, the mainstream of these studies concentrated on a limited number of psychological components. The design of the technological advances, how they are communicated to users, and how they are put into practice can provide a more profound understanding of the key psychological aspects that encourage technology approval and how these elements are related [1].

For new technologies, particularly those in the energy sector like solar technology, to be implemented successfully and sustainably, there is an increased requirement for the social acceptability of those technologies. For instance, developments for wind power plants frequently meet strong local opposition because of NIMBY impacts [11]. This slows down the adoption of the technology. Thus, public perception of energy technology is an essential and studied subject. As it lies at the crossroads of innovation and/or the spread of new technology, in the study of decision making and the scientific research of energy, acceptance by society is of utmost importance [12]. Numerous hypotheses and conceptual frameworks relate social issues to energy acceptance, each with its setbacks. However, these frameworks are helpful for gathering, connecting, and condensing a variety of information into one thorough structure. This draws attention to the research inadequacies or faults in much of the literature and common findings that help guide future studies. To properly guide future research, these frameworks must also be revised over time to account for new results or the filling of gaps. As a result, this study aims to review and improve existing frameworks for the acceptability of energy technologies. The literature review will explore aspects related to technology acceptance and/or rejection, emphasizing current models of technology adoption and methods of measuring these values.

The objectives of this review are as follows:
1. To determine the frameworks currently in use for accepting renewable energy technologies and the main difficulties the frameworks are presently facing due to the changing times.
2. To examine the variables that affect energy technology’s acceptance (or rejection).
3. To identify and research the current metrics for gauging technology adoption.
4. To identify and assess the strengths and weaknesses of the selected frameworks to improve the current frameworks’ applicability and explanatory capacity.

2. Background Study

This study was undertaken to recognize the need for energy technology acceptance, highlight the elements that affect these models, discuss acceptance models and offer comparisons, present methods for gauging energy technology acceptance, and highlight any research gaps.

Renewable energy technologies need to be implemented successfully; we also need to research how well liked they are. However, given the current financial, political, and environmental challenges, choosing an energy source is a crucial decision at the beginning [13].

RET utilizes energy that is replenished from natural resources, including wind, water, solar power, bioenergy, and geothermal heat [14]. RETs are an alternate source of electricity generation that can reduce worldwide emissions of greenhouse gases from energy use as emissions related to fossil fuels rise [15]. RET, as an alternative power generation technology, has increased globally during the past ten years [16]. Financial incentives like FIT, quotas, and responsibilities like the renewable portfolio standard (RPS), which calls for a rise in energy produced from renewable resources, frequently motivate RET investment. However, due to the declining price of RETs, pricing strategies like FIT are becoming less common. Globally, the cost of energy produced from renewable sources is now equivalent to or less expensive than that produced from fossil fuels due to a drop in technology prices [17].

Electricity users can completely unplug from the network or schedule their grid electricity consumption by combining RET with battery energy storage solutions [18]. When the fixed cost of the network is retrieved from a smaller number of grid-based consumers, the lower demand for already-built, taxpayer-funded power distribution networks could result in a rise in electricity prices [19]. When users cannot alter their electricity consumption patterns or install RETs, the cost of electricity can increase. As a result, the demand for grid electricity may be further reduced. Such prospects could position conventional energy generators and grid distributors against renewable energy adoption projects. To achieve the Paris Agreement’s goal of mitigating climate change, RET adoption must be at least six times faster, despite such potential (short-term) repercussions on the power network [20].

However, predicting and planning the future in a rapidly evolving environment is difficult, making these frameworks dated. These intricate modifications were recognized by Warren Bennis, who labeled them as VUCA, referring to the volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity of circumstances and events. Based on the management philosophies of Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus, it was initially applied in 1987 [21].

The acceptability of technology by the general public is influenced by the media, which can create influence at international or cross-border scales [22]. Based on how developing technologies are portrayed in the media, one can determine how well liked they are in society. Since many of us have little to no direct involvement in the initial stages of energy technology, we depend on the media to inform us of the main problems with new technology. As a result, the media plays a critical role in determining how we view new energy and other technologies [23]. As a result, the level of media coverage of the technology affects its level of social acceptance. Therefore, the way technology is covered in the media may have an impact on social acceptance. For example, people are familiar with low-carbon technologies, like bioenergy, but not with renewable energy sources, such as solar power [24]. From this perspective, it is necessary to review and restructure the frameworks for adopting energy technologies.
3. Methodology

This study utilized a mixed approach to review by employing a semi-systematic approach and integrative literature review [25,26]. The research began with a broad topic that included searching for keywords in the ‘title’, ‘abstract’, and ‘keywords’ of articles from the SCOPUS database. The keywords initially included technology, acceptance, and energy to determine frameworks in a broader energy context. Further, it was narrowed down to renewable energy followed by social as a keyword to achieve the next objective of examining the variables affecting social acceptance of RET. Initially, the use of the operator ‘OR’ broadened the search results by retrieving documents that contained either one or both specified keywords. For example, a search for ‘renewable OR vuca’ retrieved papers that contained either ‘renewable’ or ‘vuca’. However, subsequently, the search was narrowed by the use of an operator ‘AND’ connecting two keywords to find papers containing both words. For instance, a search carried out to identify papers on social media in the context of energy technology acceptance used the keywords ‘technology AND acceptance AND energy OR renewable OR social AND media’. No publication year restrictions were applied to these searches initially to observe the trend in the research. However, to find the most recent articles, a publication year limitation was set from 2020 to achieve the 3rd objective of gauging current metrics for technology adoption. To achieve the last objective, the research was further narrowed down by adding additional keywords such as model, VUCA, social media, limitations, dynamic, and structural equation model (SEM). The year of first publication was noted where applicable during the research.

In Figure 1, a glimpse of the review is shared, summarizing the above. It is observed that as we add more keywords and narrow down the research scope, fewer articles appear. However, the search with VUCA as a keyword, along with other search keywords—‘technology’, ‘acceptance’, ‘energy’, and ‘renewable’—only provides 3 articles highlighting the onset of research into this concept and scope for further research. It is noted that no research has been conducted yet using VUCA in the energy context along with social media, as the search resulted in 0 new papers, as evident in Figure 1. Thereafter, social media seems to have caught researchers’ attention slowly from 2001, only gaining momentum from 2019 onwards, with 2021 being the peak, as most research papers were found in this year. It is further noted that narrowing the scope by using keywords such as model and renewable, along with social media, and broader keywords such as energy, technology, and acceptance provides only 4 research papers with the use of the operator AND. A similar approach of review, beginning with a broad topic review using keywords such as technology, acceptance, and energy and then narrowing it down using additional keywords, was utilized to review the limitations and other approaches that may have been used such as blended models or the use of dynamics or SEM. This approach helps to not only understand the trend in research and identify the current factors affecting renewable energy technology adoption but also highlights the need for further research to accommodate the ever-changing world conditions.

This paper utilizes the findings from the above-mentioned review methodology to achieve its objectives/focus points by providing a comprehensive review and comparison of the most-used technology acceptance models. This paper further attempts to highlight the factors affecting renewable energy technology adoption, the different forms of adoption, political polarization, and the limitations of the technology acceptance model in the view of the current world. This paper ends with an emphasis on future research based on the previous discussion, thus providing valuable insights into current models and altering world conditions for various stakeholders and decision makers.
based on the previous discussion, thus providing valuable insights into current models and altering world conditions for various stakeholders and decision makers.

Figure 1. Keywords vs. papers published.

4. Review

To address the need for informed and dynamic energy strategies and frameworks, this paper considers and reviews popular models and underlying theories with a view to understanding their nuances and limitations in the changing VUCA world. A quick glance at the most popular ideas and frameworks of technology acceptance is provided in Figure 2. Acceptance of RET being the crux of this targeted literature review, it is placed in the center of the figure as Acceptance of Renewable Energy. The theories reviewed in this study are stated, beginning with the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), placed above the Acceptance of Renewable Energy. This is further developed into the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and its extension along with the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) and Theory of Interpersonal Behavior (TIB). Other models reviewed in this study are stated clockwise as the Diffusion of Innovation Theory (DOI), the Bass Diffusion Model, Technology, Organization and Environment (TOE), Social Cognitive Theory (SCT), and the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT), which are stated around the TRA.
Figure 2. Models and theories for the acceptance of technology, adapted from [27].

4.1. TRA or Theory of Reasoned Action

Many additional hypotheses that were eventually created, including the UTAUT, TAM2, and TAM, had the TRA as their foundation. From a social psychology standpoint, it mostly describes how different people behave when accepting new technologies. According to the TRA [28], user behavior is shaped by two primary variables: personal standards and attitude toward behavior. According to the TRA, people make reasonable decisions based on continual calculation and evaluation of their proper behavioral statements through the development of their attitudes toward behavior. According to Lai P.C [29], attitude refers to the emotions that a person experiences when engaging in the desired behaviors. Another crucial concept in the TRA framework is the subjective norm. As per Fishbein and Ajzen [30], a being’s perspective of people who are important to them determines whether they believe that they must act in a particular way.

4.2. TAM or Technology Acceptance Model

The TAM, which Davis [3] created, offers and models a description of how a person embraces and employs technology. The TAM clarifies the technology determining acceptance, which may justify the theoretical and economic viewpoints, while simultaneously explaining the behavior of a user toward several evolving consumer computer technologies utilizing the user population. Behavioral intentions (BI), attitude toward use (ATT), perceived ease of use (PEU), actual usage (AU), and perceived usefulness (PU) are five variables, each of which establishes a unique TAM component. These constructs are recognized as the primary user determinants of application and technological acceptability. Maturity is the level at which a being claims that applying a specific technology will save time and effort [3]. PU is where a being believes deploying a certain technology will increase their capacity for success at a specific job [3]. A person’s attitude about using a specific technology is referred to as their ATT. BI refers to the number of users of a specific technology who have fashioned a plan of purpose to use or not use a certain technology in the future, and AU refers to the application level of a particular technology as a function of frequency (how frequently) and quantified volume when used by consumers [3].
The TAM claims that PEU has an impression on PU. If a technological device is easy to use, there is an excellent likelihood that users will find it useful. The two varieties of PEU and PU, according to the TAM, affect people’s attitudes toward using technology. When users feel that technology is user-friendly and beneficial, it results in a high likelihood to adopt a positive attitude about utilizing it. Davis, F.D. [3] found that when using technology, ATT and PU affected consumers’ BI. It can be advantageous for users’ BI to utilize technology when they see it as useful. The consumers’ positive BI toward a certain technology defines the actual utilization of those technological advances, also known as AU. Customers are therefore more inclined to use an item of technology in everyday situations if they have favorable attitudes toward it.

In many earlier studies, the construct of attitude toward adopting a technology was not included [31]. The strong association between PU and BI and the shaky connection that exists between BI and ATT are the key causes of the exclusion. Furthermore, PEU and PU, but not ATT, were directly responsible for driving BI, which resulted in the actual use (AU) of the framework. The conclusions by Davies et al. [32] made this clear. As a result, their research revealed a strong correlation between PU, PEU, and BI, leading the researchers to recommend that the ATT construct be dropped.

4.3. TAM2 and eTAM

In 2000, Davis and Venkatesh [33] created the TAM2. PEU and PU, the fundamental determinants of the first TAM, are preserved in TAM2. It also considers the cognitive utilitarian process and social influence, the eTAM, which considers outcome demonstrability, output quality, and work relevance, as well as the impact of social factors on subjective standards and image. Both the eTAM and TAM2 have been widely utilized to support how different forms of technology are accepted in different organizational environments. According to the TAM2, people use mind mapping to evaluate the relationship between important work objectives and how they utilize a particular system, primarily for the creation of judgments concerning operation contingencies, such as PU.

Potential users often judge a job’s relevance through a compatibility test by theories on the corresponding mental process. As a result, the basic definition of an individual assessment of the level to which the system in question is relevant to their employment aim relates to their line of work. According to the eTAM, work relevance has a favorable impact on PU. PU is also affected by output quality. When choosing the system that produces the highest output quality, a specified set of choices holds many systems that are significant to an individual [33]. This assumes the standard profitability test form. The eTAM claims that output quality favorably influences PU. The demonstration of a result is regarded as the third PU determinant. Consequence demonstrability is the actuality of the results obtained through the use of a certain innovation [34].

4.4. UTAUT—Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology

The UTAUT [35] says “three constructs—expectations of work effort, performance, and social impact—show the key aim of utilizing information technology (IT)” . The eight most widely used ideologies and models include these three constructs [36]. Additionally, this model also has a construct of facilitating conditions [36]. The TAM has a crucial part in elucidating the acceptance of technology, paving the way for the emergence of the UTAUT. This model incorporated additional elements like social influence and facilitating conditions, along with consumer-related constructs such as attitude, habit, perceived value, and hedonic motivation [37].

Expectancy of performance is the level to which consumers are certain that utilizing a specific organization would help them enhance their professional performance [38]. The ease of application of a certain system is known as effort expectancy. The extent to which people perceive that using the suggested alternative system is required is known as social influence [39].
An individual’s experience and age have a significantly moderate effect on creating favorable conditions for implementing a system [35]. According to Venkatesh et al.’s [35] definition from 2003, an enabling condition is the point when a consumer claims that a technological and organizational setup is typically present to assist the operation of a particular system.

4.5. Compatibility with the UTAUT (C-UTAUT)

In order to increase the UTAUT model’s explanatory capacity, Ref. [40] incorporated compatibility beliefs created by Karahanna et al. [41] into it. It also tried to provide a more comprehensive account of how the psychological manifestations of the framework known as the UTAUT are produced by uncovering and testing new boundary conditions. Actual usage patterns were not important to measure because the intent of the study was to inspect how compatibility beliefs and behavioral perceptions related to one another [40]. Furthermore, because it was cross-sectional, a possible drawback of reflective analysis was avoided by evaluating behavioral intention rather than user behavior. The correlations postulated by Venkatesh et al. [35] pertaining to experience were impossible to replicate precisely because the study was longitudinal and did not investigate other periods.

4.6. Theory of Planned Behavior—TPB

The TRA model now includes a new measure called perceived behavioral control, or PBC, to support it. The accessibility of assets, possibilities, and abilities, in addition to how significant those assets, possibilities, and skills are perceived to be in accomplishing goals, are the main factors that affect PBC [42]. Although the TPB and TRA presumed that a person’s behavioral intention (BI) was impacting their conduct, the TPB utilizes the PBC for specific behaviors that are not within the voluntary control of the individual. According to Taherdoost et al. [43], the PBC outcomes include a self-efficacy-like component and realistic constraints. Furthermore, PBC influences actual behavior both directly and indirectly via behavioral goals. Thus, according to the TPB model, three primary factors affect BI: PBC, behavioral attitude, and subjective standard. The TPB model has two fundamental issues [44]. The updated TPB could be viewed as the best theoretical framework for explaining how much individual voluntariness affects whether or not they choose to employ information technology at work.

4.7. Theory of Interpersonal Behavior—TIB

This model broadly discusses how emotional and social variables influence the complications of human behavior. To boost its prediction potential, this model includes customs, favorable circumstances, and effects in the accumulation of all characteristics of the TRA and TPB. The idea of social issues, which is analogous to the construction of personal standards in the TRA [45], involves self-perception, standards, and roles. In conclusion, the TIB maintains that the individual is neither wholly automatic nor entirely intentional nor is he or she either wholly social or fully independent. The difference between the TRA and TIB is that whereas the TRA tries to explain the biggest amount of variation as feasible utilizing the fewest number of variables, the TIB aims to explain as many variations as feasible overall since even a little bit of variability may be significant to crucial behavior. Accordingly, emotions, social variables, and the major effects on how intentions are formed come from habits. The TIB uses three layers to defend the behavior [30].

As shown in Figure 3, behavior is tied to emotions, attitudes, and social aspects, which are personal characteristics and past events that shape us. Attitude, social factors, and individual regulating principles affect desires to engage in certain conduct, which is demonstrated as intent. Past behavior frequency resulting in habits, intent, and other enabling factors all factor into predicting a particular behavior [46]. However, the researcher must define the operational meaning of the model variables because the TIB does not offer a straightforward mechanism to this end.
4.8. Social Cognitive Theory—SCT

The fundamental elements of personal information, behavior, and the environment were used to build the SCT, which was inspired by social psychology. These factors interplay in every direction to predict both individual and societal outcomes and group behavior. Additionally, it can pinpoint strategies for altering and modifying behavior [48]. The usage, effectiveness, and adoption issues are the main focuses of the SCT model’s behavior component. Personal aspects include demographics, cognitive skills, and personality [49]. Alternatively, environmental effects include both psychological and physical components that are present outside the individual [49]. The SCT model is used to assess how effectively various factors, particularly self-efficacy, the outcome of performance expectations, stress, influence, and private outcome expectations, lead to the increased relevance of energy technology, resulting in its adoption [50]. The SCT model is shown in Figure 4.

---

Figure 3. TIB model, adapted from [47].

Figure 4. SCT model, adapted from [49].
4.9. Diffusion of Innovations Theory—DOI

The DOI incorporates time, channels of statement, social systems, and innovation, all factors that affect how rapidly a new idea spreads, to examine various inventions. The DOI offers an analytical framework despite being employed across the business and personal levels; this framework is for discussing acceptance on a broader (e.g., geographic) scale. The three key elements of the DOI concept are the creativity determination procedure, user attributes, and innovation features. The participants carried out the five processes of the innovation–decision step—confirmation, expertise, application, choice, and persuasion—over time in a connected social system through various means of communication [51]. Relative advantage, trialability, compatibility, challenge, and visibility are the five primary components determined to substantially affect an idea’s acceptability in the innovation [52] stage, as shown in Figure 5. Relative advantage is determined by consumers who perceive that a newfound product or service is superior to existing ones [33]. The higher the relative advantage, the greater the adoption. Acceptance is also affected by how easily a new service or product can be tried. The easier it is to try and test the product or service, the better the acceptance. Similarly, the higher the compatibility, the faster the diffusion. Conversely, complexity and challenges pose a barrier to diffusion. Meanwhile, the higher the visibility or observability of a product, the greater the likelihood of acceptance. The adopter features step defines five types: innovators, those who lose, the late age of the majority, and the early majority [51]. In some cases, there is a useful context for time or temporal factors, social systems, and communication channels to be included in adoption models.

Figure 5. DOI model, adapted from [51].

However, the dynamic treatment of diffusion models, where the temporality of other factors evolves as a function of time, is a unique contribution of the DOI. Not only has this model remained relevant, but researchers in recent years have applied it in energy contexts, such as in the adoption of renewable heating systems, incorporating end-user preferences and attitudes [54–56].

4.10. TOE—Technology–Organization–Environment Framework

The TOE framework considers techno-environmental and organizational factors useful for understanding and analyzing the technology adoption process within an organization [57–66]. Ghobakhloo et al. [67] stated that this framework has been utilized for the e-commerce domain, whereas Cao et al. [57] have applied this framework to the social media domain. Factors significantly affecting the buyer’s intention to adopt renewable
energy technology are awareness, its sustainability or environmental impacts, one’s beliefs of benefits of renewable energy, and opinion of self-effectiveness [68]. The TOE framework encompasses the operations of energy transition to renewable energy [69] while considering the significance of environmental impacts in accepting renewable energy technology [70]. Additionally, the TOE framework has been instrumental in understanding the effects of environmental concerns, religion, and economics [71–73]. Further applications of this framework are in the domain of cloud computing, as stated by Ahmed, 2020 [74]; blockchain, as stated by Bharadwaj et al., 2021 [75]; and mobile health, as stated by Ramdani et al., 2020 [59].

With its application in the organizational domain, the TOE framework can also be utilized in community-based energy systems to understand the complexities involved in renewable energy adoption. Community participation is essential to ensure sustainability and develop ownership of community energy systems [76]. To improve the sustainability, reliability, effectiveness, and efficiency of community energy systems, these systems should be considered part of the global energy system [77].

4.11. Bass Diffusion Models

Like the DOI, Bass diffusion models [78] dynamically describe behavioral elements through empirical adoption curves. Similar to other models, the Bass model was initially applied to the consumer durables marketing context but has been applied to broader markets [79], and even to the diffusion of renewable energy [80], GHG emission reduction potential in buildings [81], the forecast of PV deployment [82], estimation of the utilization potential of PV systems for power generation [83], and the development process of renewable energy price policies [84].

4.12. Summary

Figure 6 shows that the interplay of various theories and models enhances our understanding of the technology adoption process. Theories play a crucial role in shaping technology acceptance models by providing a conceptual framework to understand human behavior and decision-making processes. Thus, the role of theories that interplay with and support the models reviewed here is significant. Hence, the review would be incomplete without addressing these supporting theories. The theories mentioned come from various disciplines, including sociology, psychology, and psychosocial studies.

Figure 6. Summary of theories and models.
Table 1 demonstrates some of the theories and frameworks utilized in technology adoption along with their constructs. For instance, the TRA can explain how humans make choices when presented with options by delving into factors such as personal standards and attitudes toward a given behavior. However, they do not consider human emotions during the same process. Moreover, it fails to account for situations in which the intent does not match one’s behavior or actions. Similarly, the TPB, developed in 1991 by Icek Ajzen, not only considers factors from the Theory of Reasoned Action [30] but also considers an additional factor of perceived control, which impacts the actual and behavioral intention [43]. The TPB considers perceived behavior control in addition to factors from the TRA, which helps us to understand how behavior can change [42]. However, they do not consider the emotions that contribute to behavior [44]. The TIB considers emotional and social variables, in addition to the factors from the TRA and TPB, and their influence on human behavior. In contrast to the TRA and TPB, the TIB’s intricacy and lack of parsimony are its main drawbacks [27]. The SCT is based on the interplay of cognitive, personal, environmental, and behavioral factors [48]. However, the influence of each of these factors on behavior is unclear. The DOI and TPB are predicated on causal connections between environmental influences on psychological assumptions and how we behave and see technology. The SCT focuses on the environment, behavior, and behavioral and cognitive components. However, these causal links are mutually natural [85]. The TPB and TRA concentrate on individual behaviors, whereas the DOI concentrates on organizational traits for adoption decisions. The TOE, although consistent with the DOI [86] (Julies 2021), is limited to its three factors and may not explain all factors that may affect the adoption of technology [86,87] (Tran 2022, Julies 2021). To address this, a blended approach of the TOE with the TAM or DOI has been recommended [86]. It is observed that the adoption of mobile payments was encouraged by independent enterprises promoting business by applying an extended TOE model (TOE with DOI) [88].

The above-mentioned theories are integrated into models like the TAM or UTAUT to capture the complexity of the adoption process and guide empirical studies to better understand and predict user behavior. Table 2 illustrates various adoption models and the factors considered in each model. It also depicts how models have evolved by considering additional factors and displaying a continuum. For example, the TAM considers components such as PEU, PU, ATT, AU, and BI [3], whereas its extension (TAM2) not only considers factors from the TAM but also has additional factors such as output quality, work relevance, and the impact of social factors [33].

The TAM is famous because of its simple mechanics and simplicity of use in predicting adoption. The TAM was initially developed to assess the acceptance of technology such as computers, and it primarily focuses on two key factors, namely perceived ease of use (PEU) and perceived usefulness (PU) [89]. However, over time, the TAM has also been utilized for acceptance in different domains, including energy. A Malaysian study conducted on solar PV adoption stated the factors in the TAM are significant in the adoption of solar PV systems in Malaysia [90]. Similarly, PEU and PU were significant factors that affected the adoption of energy while studying the role of knowledge in adoption [91]. Another study conducted in Italy on fostering energy-efficient buildings and communities highlights the pivotal role of user energy awareness and knowledge along with the importance of people’s engagement in energy communities [92]. The limitation of the TAM is that it is useful for personal adoption for its use on behavioral intention. This means that people often decide to like or adopt technology under the influence of word of mouth from their friends or people known to them. The TAM2, an extension of the TAM, attempted to address some limitations of the TAM by considering determinants such as social impact and cognitive instrumental processes, along with PEU and PU [89]. Although PEU has a positive influence on solar adoption, initiatives such as financial support and effective marketing are essential for adoption [93]. Similarly, PEU and PU were found to affect the adoption of solar panels in the northern region of Iran; however, factors such as the absence of apt energy beliefs and unprepared societal structure impeded adoption, surpassing the
effect of PEU and PU [94]. However, this may be invalid in situations such as workplaces where choices are governed by company policies [95]. As various studies state, the TAM provides insufficient emphasis on external factors [89,96,97]. For instance, the TAM lacks consideration of factors such as the education and age of a person, which have an important role in their understanding and adoption of technology [98]. To remedy this, gender, age, and experience were incorporated into the UTAUT as moderators for factors such as performance expectancy. The UTAUT also includes factors such as social impact and effort expectancy, along with moderators [36,38,39]. The addition of moderators is useful, as it assists in qualitative inferences. It also makes the model more complex because of the multitude of constructs [35].

Table 1. Adoption theories and framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theories</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRA</td>
<td>Personal standards and attitude about behavior</td>
<td>Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) [30], Samar et al. (2020) [96], Jaiswal et al. (2022) [91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB)</td>
<td>TRA and PBC</td>
<td>White et al. (2015) [42], Taherdoost et al. (2012) [43], Jaiswal et al. (2022) [91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory of Interpersonal Behavior (TIB)</td>
<td>TRA, TPB, emotional, and social</td>
<td>Chang and Cheung (2001) [45], Misbah et al. (2015) [46], Ajibade (2018) [95], Mogaji et al. (2024) [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Cognitive Theory (SCT)</td>
<td>Behavior, personal, and environment</td>
<td>Rana and Dwiedi (2015) [48], Zhang et al. (2024) [50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusions of Innovation Theory (DOI)</td>
<td>Time, channels of statement, innovation, and social systems</td>
<td>Rogers (1995) [52], Ajibade (2018) [95], Long and Zhongju (2023) [53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology–Organization–Environment (TOE)</td>
<td>Techno-environmental and organization</td>
<td>Cao et al. (2018) [57], Salmizi et al. (2022) [58], Kabra et al. (2023) [64]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Adoption models and factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAM Family of Models</td>
<td>PEU, PU, attitude towards usage, AU, and BI</td>
<td>Davis (1989) [5], Samar et al. (2020) [96], Jaiswal et al. (2022) [91], Mogaji et al. (2024) [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM eTAM/TAM2</td>
<td>PEU, PU, output quality, work relevance, impact of social factors, and cognitive instrument</td>
<td>Venkatesh and Davis (2000) [33], Samar et al. (2020) [96], Alishamari et al. (2021) [89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTAUT</td>
<td>Expectancy of performance and effort, social impact, facilitating condition, and moderators such as age, gender, etc.</td>
<td>Venkatesh (2003) [35], He et al. (2020) [36], Jaiswal et al. (2022) [91], Mogaji et al. (2024) [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion Model and Bass Model</td>
<td>Innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, laggards, imitators, time, communication channel, innovation individual characteristics, and social systems</td>
<td>Turan et al. (2015) [51], Outcalt et al. (2022) [53], Bass M (1994) [78], Kim et al. (2020) [81]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The UTAUT model primarily centers on aspects that impact technology acceptance and usage within organizational contexts and does not explicitly address social networks and political polarization. However, the social influence component within the UTAUT may indirectly encompass how social networks influence perceptions and behaviors related to technology adoption.

Similarly, the DOI and Bass models directly relate to social networks but do not deal with social media-induced sociopolitical polarization. Moreover, the diffusion model considers innovation and social networks to provide an understanding of how people adopt new products or innovations [51]. As a result of assigning more weight to system qualities,
organizational characteristics, and environmental factors than other adoption models, the diffusion model has a lower predictive ability and is less helpful in the point prediction of outcomes. Similarly, the Bass diffusion model, although dynamic in nature, assumes that market potential is constant, along with product performance (Zhao, 2018) [84]. As observed, these models are based on very similar archetypes, as they have certain factors that affect human intention, which affects the adoption of technology. As most studies utilize or build upon a singular model to explore technology acceptance or adoption, a comparison between single and blended models to recognize the best-fit model for energy adoption is recommended [99]. Thus, no model surpasses all the limitations of its predecessors, and none can be deemed to entirely lack limitations [89].

In the energy context, contemporary models such as the TAM family of models face additional challenges. Energy-related behaviors are deeply entrenched and persuaded by an array of components like habits, attitudes, social norms, and environmental concerns. A Malaysian case study conducted to comprehend the factors affecting residents’ adoption of solar energy found that factors like environmentalism and knowledge were the most influential in their adoption decision [90]. Similarly, studies conducted in South Africa [100] and Poland [70] on the adoption of solar technology reiterate environmental concerns as a positive and significant factor for adoption. Attitude is another essential factor that affects adoption [100–102]. Unlike adopting consumer technologies, where the benefits are often immediate and tangible, energy-saving behaviors and technologies may involve upfront costs, long-term benefits, and uncertain outcomes. An electric vehicle adoption study ascertains that adoption is affected by components such as promotion, word of mouth, financial incentives, EV performance quality, and infrastructure preparedness [103]. Another study highlights the significance of the TAM’s limitations, stating that the cost and structural requirements drive users to adopt novel energy technologies [104]. A study of smart grid adoption in Ghana identified cost, education, and government policies as key factors influencing smart grid adoption [105]. Furthermore, the energy sector is heavily regulated, and policies play a sizable part in defining technology adoption and energy use patterns. The findings from a survey conducted in Malaysia emphasize the importance of governmental support, highlighting the policy implications for promoting renewable energy adoption [101]. Another study conducted in India indicated that advertising strategies, social influence, buyer awareness, and government enterprises significantly impact purchase intentions, while environmental concern, accessibility, and cost show insignificant influences [106]. Another study conducted in Malaysia on solar thermal heaters indicated that there is a need for tailored policies to enhance the willingness to adopt even with current government support [107]. Additionally, in 2018, it was found that regulatory and structural barriers hindered market adoption of distributed energy systems [108]. Complementing these models for technology acceptance with more comprehensive frameworks is crucial for a holistic understanding of technology adoption in the energy domain.

5. Review of Factors Affecting Models for Energy Technology Adoption

Surveys of stakeholders in the technology and present or potential consumers (focus groups) are used to obtain the data needed to support the theories mentioned above. However, these data have several drawbacks, including the stakeholder’s biased opinions, changes in consumer attitudes toward technology after adoption as opposed to before adoption, consumer awareness, and consumption attitudes. As a result, they limit these models’ ability to anticipate future events while considering these changes. Therefore, there is a demand for frameworks and models that can predict changes over time (using various situations). Factors such as the presence and influence of social media and the VUCA worldview can be considered to incorporate the changes over time. These models will give decision makers a clearer picture of how the technology will be received over time in various circumstances and help them decide how to apply it.

Numerous variables that can be divided into individual, technological, societal, and contextual aspects affect the acceptance of energy technologies. These elements are essential
for determining how users perceive energy technologies, how they feel about them, and how they intend to behave with regard to use. Some essential elements affect the models of adoption of energy technology. Users are more inclined to accept energy if they believe that technology is helpful and advantageous [109].

Perceived Utility and Usability: The extent to which technology meets specific energy needs, boosts efficiency, lowers expenses, or promotes environmental sustainability affects how useful consumers perceive it to be. The user’s perception of its simplicity in acquiring information and using the simplicity of its use is a term used to describe technology. Technology is more likely to be embraced and used if it is simple and easy to use [110].

Technology Performance, Cost, and Affordability: The adoption of RET is considerably affected by its efficacy and dependability. Users are more inclined to adopt technologies that produce reliable and satisfactory results over time. The price of power technology and users’ capacity to buy it are key factors in its acceptance. Adoption may be hampered by high initial prices or recurring costs, even if the equipment is considered useful [111].

Several variables contribute to the capital limits faced by consumers in difficult financial situations, which may result in poor energy technology adoption [112]. For example, Best et al. [113] demonstrated that low-income households are more likely to invest in residential solar systems than high-income households. Many low-income individuals, particularly those who have trouble paying utility bills, lack the resources needed to buy solar energy technology, including access to financing and discretionary personal money [114].

Social Influence, Political Polarization, and Regulations: Social variables that affect technology adoption include peer recommendations, family and friend viewpoints, and community norms. Positive societal pressures can help acceptance, whereas unfavorable attitudes can work against it. Social norms, perceived product attributes, and adoption norms significantly influence individuals’ intentions to adopt sustainable energy innovations [115]. Moreover, the adoption of RET is notably influenced by social networks, where information diffusion and social influence play pivotal roles [116]. Interestingly, the structure of these social networks has been found to impact societal polarization, with higher levels of selective exposure leading to increased polarization, although higher user tolerance can serve as a mitigating factor [117]. Additionally, social media, being an integral part of social networks, can exacerbate political polarization, as users are exposed to content that primarily aligns with their interests. Political polarization means that people are growing more divided in their beliefs and ideologies, often because of political parties and different opinions on topics like energy policy [118]. This may lead to contrasting views on the importance of renewable energy initiatives, with some political sections supporting such efforts while others oppose them [1]. Political polarization can influence public perceptions of the effectiveness and necessity of RET, with individuals often aligning their attitudes with their political affiliations rather than objective evidence [119]. Lastly, polarized political debates may hinder collaborative efforts and policy implementation, making it challenging to enact comprehensive energy strategies that address environmental concerns while also meeting societal needs [118]. Energy policies, incentives, and restrictions can strongly influence the acceptance of energy technologies. Supportive laws and incentives like tax breaks can persuade people to use green energy sources [29]. Additionally, studies reveal that landlords are reluctant to renovate rental homes where the tenant will save money by paying less for power. Studies by Hope and Booth [120] from the UK, Melvin [121] from the US, and the International Energy Agency [15] from Japan, the US, the Netherlands, Norway, and Australia look at landlords’ willingness to invest in renewable energy measures (which includes but is not restricted to PV systems and building insulation). They discovered little landlord support for spending money on assets, which might reduce tenant energy costs.

Digitalization and Family Structure: Purchasing decisions are now more democratic due to changing family structures and dynamics. The characteristic trait between justified beliefs and opinions in the consumption model and purchase decisions derived from behavioral analysis highlights the evolving nature of consumer behavior [122]. The stress
caused by uncertainty in purchasing decisions indicates a shift in the emotional aspects of consumer behavior [123]. Additionally, shoppers who experience a positive and prolific environment while shopping are inclined to speak to store employees, spend more time in the shops, and spend more money on their purchases, thus indicating the role of emotional aspects in purchasing decisions [124]. Because of family dynamics in purchasing decisions, consumer behavior can be unreasonable [125]. Moreover, the influence of digitalization has been observed as one of the factors in purchase decisions directed towards qualitative analysis and empirical investigation of consumer desire to make online purchases [126]. Furthermore, a rising trend in environmentally conscious and ethical consumer behavior is observed, indicating the incorporation of sustainability in consumer purchase behavior [127]. For example, adoption decisions for photovoltaic solar systems are significantly affected by characteristics such as household income, maturity level, household size, household education, access to financing, household ownership, and peer effects [128]. Despite this, people prioritize cost over environmental considerations when choosing whether to adopt solar PV systems [129].

A change in consumer behavior is observed as family structure and dynamics evolve over time. For example, consumer financial decisions are influenced by several factors, one of which is family dynamics, which leads to systematic but irrational behavior [125]. Furthermore, increased awareness within families benefits more conscious and informed consumer behavior, suggesting a relationship between consumer awareness and effective behavior [130]. Another study divided all these factors into four categories: perceived advantage or disadvantage of technology, social influence, complexity of innovation, and understanding of funding and costs [131]. Thus, a significant factor in a household’s technology adoption is how it is perceived. Financial, sociodemographic, environmental or biophysical, political, and organizational aspects affect household decision making and acceptance of energy technologies [132]. Thus, they conclude that purchase decisions are more democratic in nature, with an increased emphasis on ethical, emotional, and digitally influenced consumer behavior due to changing family structures and dynamics.

For effective tactics to advocate for acceptance and widespread adoption of RET, it is crucial to comprehend these elements and how they interact. Researchers and decision makers can use this information to create interventions that respond to user concerns, foster user confidence, and aid in the efficient incorporation of sustainable energy solutions into the traditional energy scene.

5.1. Implication of Energy Technology in Society and Politics

The public’s behavior or attitude toward installing or accepting new technology is known as social acceptability. Political acceptance, on the other hand, is the reaction of influential figures in a community or society’s political structure [133]. In the context of social acceptance of technology, political polarization can influence how different segments of society perceive and adopt technological innovations. This can lead to a situation where people from different political backgrounds have vastly different attitudes towards the same technology. Studies have all highlighted the significant impact of sociopolitical polarization on energy technologies, particularly renewable energy innovations [1,118,119]. Additionally, economic and political polarization can affect voter behavior, potentially influencing energy-related policies and decisions [118]. This is because people respond differently to the infrastructure, energy policies, and technologies established in their nations or regions [134]. For instance, in Lebanon, for a rooftop solar water heater, customer reactions were examined to understand how consumers make adoption decisions [135]. These end-users choose the appropriate technology for their situation, which affects their social acceptance. Other aspects include the ability to pay, income loss, lack of resettlement assistance, per capita income, and comprehension of technology, accessibility, and technological risk, as well as energy consumption, consumption by households, user behavior changes, energy type preferences, and user habits [136].
In general, for acceptance, a broader perception of technology was assessed. Figure 7 shows the total acceptance of an energy supply technology within a country, state, or region, considering factors such as public opinion, policy maker support, and civil society organizations’ views. Within community acceptance, the response of local communities, including citizens, stakeholders, and decision makers, affects energy infrastructure projects within their vicinity. The focus is on understanding how communities interact with and perceive the physical presence of energy extraction, production, conversion, or storage infrastructure [137] as well as their engagement with project proposals related to these activities. Finally, the responses of consumers and stakeholders, including householders and investors, towards specific supply and demand side energy applications are included in market acceptance. Stakeholder acceptability is a crucial element of acceptance by society, which significantly affects how energy tools and regulations are bordered and how innovations are implemented [133]. Thus, social acceptance can be evaluated based on an individual’s response to a society’s political structure or community. At the national or political level, the general public, social organizations, policy makers, private organizations, and experts all have varying degrees of technology acceptance. This technology is often broadly and collectively seen [138].

![Levels of social acceptance, adapted from [133].](image)

5.2. Implication for Smart Grids

Industries and the government both recognize the critical role that home energy users play in implementing future electricity systems [139]. According to academics, the involvement of these users impedes smart grids [140,141]. It is envisaged that consumers will shell out for smart batteries privately, and this involvement implies some level of acceptability [142]. Acceptability is the last step before an application can be successfully implemented. The phrase “acceptance” is used in scholarship but is not clearly defined. It appears next to the relations “engagement”, “involvement”, and “participation”, which are all used in different ways to embrace technology. However, Davis, F.D. [3] defined acceptance as only achieving “actual system use” in TAM, which is viewed from the standpoint of organizational administration. Scholars have discovered two instances of a TAM variant (Risk-Integrated TAM) used with smart grids [142,143].
5.3. Engagement, Involvement, and Agency

According to earlier research, the phrases “engagement”, “participation”, and “agency” all refer to an active contribution of the customer in the energy system, frequently involving changes in consumption patterns. Concerning smart grids, both academia and business have looked into involvement and agency [144–147]. According to Chilvers et al. [148], participation is correlated with agency and engagement, and customer involvement and education should be prioritized to prevent disengagement. Gangale et al. [141] contend that the benefits of smart grids cannot be realized without education and engagement. The importance of consumers as the core of a future grid has come into sharper prominence in government and utility reports [14,149]. Therefore, the Australian government is cognizant of consumer risk and investor interest in smart grids [150].

The complexity of smart grids poses a severe threat to customer participation, which is essential for a manageable transition. Integrating internet-based tools frequently utilized for managing, arbitrating, and tracking energy and financial transactions is described as the Internet of Things (IoT). IoT with complexity can result in consumer unwillingness to accept [151]. A poll on smart grids in Portugal with 1084 members illustrates the impact of complexity: 71% of respondents said that if it became too complicated to manage their electricity consumption, they would acquire an IoT device, such as “if [the] tariff varied every hour” [152]. The fact that this suggests a trading agency or contracting of complexity to diminish participant agency is significant.

Now that the concept of behavior may be used in place of agency in the context of smart grids, the impact of agency is indicated to have a greater range. Smart grids adjust to the energy habits of a homeowner. While studying behavior changes, such as changes in energy consumption patterns, is essential for the energy sector, switching to renewable IoT seems to require more agency [140,141,148,152]. Owing to its complexity and automation, smart battery technology will need to be adopted by consumers, and this will occur through technical acceptance.

5.4. Trust, Perceptions, and Attitudes

‘Perceptions’ are fundamental to the TAM, and there is rising interest in how consumers view successions and smart electricity systems [153,154]. Trust becomes more crucial in uncertain times, such as when the energy industry undergoes structural changes [155], and end-user views are a critical component of utilizing this type of technology [156]. The idea of trust is key to energy transition. According to Gangale et al. [141], people with some knowledge of technology depend on their acceptance decisions for their trust in the technology. Additionally, Büscher and Sumpf [157] discovered that trust, rather than education, is more important for public participation in sociotechnical transition. Similarly, another study on residential electricity consumers highlighted that trust and transparent communication are crucial factors for adoption [158]. Another study underscored factors such as trust and user satisfaction as important factors for pre- and post-biogas fuel adoption [2]. Therefore, trust is an essential foundation for actionability or transformation.

According to Büscher and Sumpf [157], ignorance of smart grid behavior is a significant obstacle to its use. If it works, the technological operation poses the first implementation challenge from a network perspective, followed by the “social operation as communication”. Uncertainty underpins this social setup. According to these studies, good communication is inherently unlikely [157]. This describes the considerable implementation hurdle caused by risk and uncertainty.

However, the perception of risk diminishes when trust is present [3,141]. Attention is drawn to the crucial connection between uncertainty and risk by connecting it to trust. Thus, this research helps us understand how a smart grid system affects specific aspects of customer behavior, mainly regarding autonomy and trust. Automation significantly reduces the level of agency necessary. However, because energy systems are an IoT phenomenon, this will mean less agency for consumers. Accepting the underlying automated
operation is the key to lowering complexity. Trust is a framework that develops agency and overcomes difficulties.

5.5. Acceptance

The concepts mentioned above, including involvement, trust, agency, and provision of information, do not necessarily correlate with successful implementation. Collectively, these constitute prerequisites for the acceptance of technology. However, in contrast to other scholarly works, the agency is given its own space for study in this research because it is seen as a distinct predecessor. We have attempted to separate the important precursors because other investigations have identified that the consumer acceptability of smart grids is essential for effective placement [14,159]. Ellabban [142], a proponent of the smart grid TAM, contends that user acceptability is fundamental and supports the technology, norms, privacy, cybersecurity policies, prices, and rules. We defined acceptance as the installation and real use of smart batteries, depending on the supporting literature.

6. Scope for Future Research

The specific characteristics and difficulties offered by future energy technologies, including energy storage systems, microgrids, and IoT-enabled devices, may not be fully addressed by the current TAM family of models. Understanding how users’ views, opinions, and behavioral intentions vary when thinking about innovative innovations in the context of energy is where there is a study deficit. While the original TAM considers factors at the individual level that affect technological acceptance, it is possible that there is no thorough examination of sociocultural aspects relevant to the energy sector [37,160,161]. Exploring how cultural norms, social media, and context-related variables affect users’ willingness to embrace sustainable energy solutions over time is an unmet research need.

Figure 8 shows that the current landscape of technology adoption models primarily revolves around the TAM family of models and diffusion models. However, several challenges persist in the adoption of RET. Key challenges include environmentalism, awareness, and government policies, underscoring the need to address gaps in existing models. These gaps encompass factors such as social influence, digitalization, social polarization, and family dynamics, which play crucial roles in shaping technology adoption behaviors. Addressing these gaps is essential for developing more comprehensive frameworks that accurately capture the complexities of technology adoption in today’s evolving sociotechnical landscape.

![Figure 8. Needs and gaps in current adoption models.](image-url)
Although the proposed article recognizes the potential policy consequences of reviewing the TAM for technological uptake, there may be a research gap in offering specific and practical advice to decision makers and industry stakeholders [162].

A deeper knowledge of users’ attitudes and behaviors toward embracing these advances is necessary given the rapid growth of energy technologies and the necessity of sustainable energy solutions. The TAM has been extensively applied to explore technology adoption across several industries, including the energy industry. To provide more thorough knowledge of RET adoption, it is necessary to reassess and expand the current energy adoption frameworks as the energy environment becomes more complicated and variegated with the emergence of novel energy technologies [37]. First, embracing future energy technologies, such as smart grids, stored energy systems, and IoT-enabled gadgets, presents special difficulties and complexities that the current research may not adequately address. Because of this, the existing model’s usability and interpretive capacity in the energy industry may be constrained, making it difficult for academics and policy makers to obtain complete knowledge of the elements influencing or impeding the mainstreaming of such disruptive technologies. Effective tactics for promoting the adoption of renewable energy technologies must be tailored to account for how cultural norms, societal dynamics, and geographical energy legislation affect technological acceptability.

Knowledge gaps also exist regarding how customers experience hardship and perceive energy use. Therefore, qualitative inquiry could be a promising approach for future research to further understand the hardship cohort. Future studies are required to determine whether other approaches, such as alternative government incentives for landlords to use PV systems, could also produce positive net effects. Further investigation might also contrast the opportunities and difficulties faced by different categories of landlords, including those in the public and communal housing sectors and the private rental market. Further quantitative modeling and qualitative analysis in this area would be beneficial for investigating PV adoption barriers that our study did not address, such as data inequalities [163], in addition to the perspectives of many other players, including lawmakers, energy suppliers, and PV firms, who might support or obstruct the shift in emphasis from homeowners to renters as a means of accelerating PV implementation in Australia.

7. Limitation

While this paper sheds light on current adoption models and discusses the possible gaps, it is important to note a potential limitation: the review exclusively utilizes data from SCOPUS. While this approach provides a focused perspective, incorporating additional databases could further enrich the comprehensiveness of the literature review.

8. Conclusions

A key element in deciding whether a technology is successfully implemented is its level of social acceptance, especially in the case of energy technology. This is particularly crucial because the successful usage of technology depends on stakeholders who are interested in the results, as well as the technology’s inventors. When developing a framework or constructing a model to forecast user acceptance, it is crucial to consider the VUCA worldview and the impact of media on user decision making. Acceptance models and frameworks are employed to forecast consumer usage and acceptance. Future research should review these frameworks and models and incorporate modern elements, such as social media and shifting worldviews. As a result, it is possible to create a novel structure and quantitative model to forecast technology adoption over time. Future researchers will have the opportunity to use this research to adopt a practical approach to conduct empirical investigations on various technologies. Based on this literature review, this investigation can be used in various sectors to better understand the advantages and disadvantages of each theory.
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